
CHARACTER WRITING ACTIVITIES

Enter your email below and select 'Writing - Developing Characters That . Writing prompts are a good way to get the
creative juices flowing.

During this time, Nick becomes privy to a host of information about Gatsby. Not all of these exercises are
appropriate for all characters; for example the lead in a fantasy novel will probably not be suitable for the
exercise about building a website. Jot down what might be going through your character's head as they
consider the potential consequences of their actions. Stories can be enriched with pets; they may not be
necessary to the plot, but they can add to the emotional value of a story. This could create a story that takes a
character on a life-changing journey â€” from the top to the bottom and maybe back to the top again, or maybe
not? My 3rd graders feel great success in taking a mundane sentence, the one they most frequently write, and
changing it into a sentence that fully describes their character. Freckles, bitten fingernails, a limp, or a lisp are
all ways you can set one character apart from the others. For instance, if your character decides not to pull the
lever in the trolley example, they might imagine explaining to people that there wasn't enough time to reach
the lever, and pretend the outcome was out of their hands. Here are a few writing exercises that you can do to
help you learn more about your characters. There are many forms of writing exercises and creating characters
from scratch is just one. Create a character sketch of someone who is anxious when they meet new people.
Each of us has a superhero power. Share your thoughts by leaving a comment. I know there are many, many
effective ways to teach students about character traits. What real life will you keep? What does your character
do? Seeing all your writing sessions adding up is a great motivator and I am sure you will also find the tracker
a useful tool in building your routine. Motivations and Goals What motivates your character? Start with a
predicament. Personality How does your character feel on the inside? Think of all the people you know
intimately, people you love as well as people you despise. Further chip away at your character and establish
how they present themselves to others by imagining how they would briefly describe themselves in the
following situations: In a job interview Catching up with an old friend Flirting with someone at a party In their
Twitter bio At the border between the US and Mexico Exercise 7: A little less conversation, a little more
action When you meet someone, you do not start by announcing your height, weight, hair, and eye color, so
please do not introduce your character to readers like this. Try it! Share this:. What is served? Balancing traits
among a group of characters means that each character brings something different to the table. I am confident
you will be more than pleasantly surprised. In my classroom, it's always at this point, when students can add
some personality to their characters, that their writing really begins to take off. Each of these exercises is fairly
general; you should use the specific traits of your character and story to fill them in and write a scene from
them. Well, now you can live vicariously through your characters! You can make a character more realistic by
simply giving the character a unique voice through dialogue. Create a character based on a secret about
someone you know and write a scene. That paper is one of the most-used reference sheets in their binder for
both reading and writing! Readers want characters who are as unique and complex as real people. How did
your character acquire his or her fears? Any family, roommates, pets? From a modern urban princess to a bum
on the street, every person has his or her own style. Most people have interests, hobbies, and passions. Will
they eat anything or are they super picky? What would have to be at stake for this unlikely situation to happen
â€” and for a core part of your character to change?


